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The Evolution of the Scotia Arc
An appreciation of the Swiney Lectures, 1979
by P. Stone, I.G.S.

The Swiney Lectures at the Grant Institute of Geology were this year given
by Professor I.W.D. Dalziel of the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory,
Columbia University, New York.

Professor Dalziel took as his theme "Tectonic

processes at active continental margins: the geological history of the Scotia
Arc region".

This remote part of the world (Fig. 1) has yielded a complex

and fascinating geological story despite the severe logistical problems
presented by the climate and topography.

In the four extremely well-presented

lectures the audience were taken from the coast of Gondwanaland to the active
volcanoes of the South Sandwich Islands.
The Scotia Arc region is situated along an active plate boundar,y, indeed
a plate boundar,y which has been active for well over 200 million years.
Aotivity along this boundary has resulted in a series of parallel tectono-stratigraphic zones whioh can be followed from South America around the
Sootia Aro and into the Antarctic Peninsula.

Prior to the middle Jurassio

South America and West Antarotioa were both situated along one margin of the
Gondwana super-continent.

A primary embayment

of the continental margin

probably formed an embryo Scotia Sea.
Pre--Cambrian shield rooks of the Gondwana basement are now exposed in
eastern South America and the Falkland Islands.

To the west the basement

is inoreasingly intruded by calc-alkaline mid-late Palaeozoio plutons; the
roots of the magmatic aro formed above a subduotion zone at the Gondwana
margin.

To the west of the Palaeozoio plutons the accreted remains of fore

arc or trench deposits are preserved as deformed sequences of greywackes,
oherts, pillow lavas and limestones.

In South Amerioa the best examples are

seen in the Chilean Madre de Dios basin where fUsulinid limestones oontain
Permo--Carboniferous fossils.

Around the Scotia Arc other probable late
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Palaeozoic sequences of similar strato-tectonic significance are the
greywacke-sha1e series of the South Orkneys and the Trinity Peninsula Series
of the Antarctic Peninsula.

Elsewhere in the southern Scotia Arc glaucophane

schists and deformed serpentinites are exposed in association with upper
Palaeozoic metasediments.

Thus throughout the region there is evidence of

late Palaeozoic - earliest Mesozoic subduction of palaeo-Pacific oceanic
crust beneath the South America-West Antarctica margin of Gondwanaland.
A major unconformity above the late Palaeozoic rocks and an apparent
hiatus in intrusion suggests that subduction may have temporarily ceased in
the early Mesozoic.

Thus the Triassic and early Jurassic were essentially

periods of uplift and erosion.

Above the regional unconformity silicic

volcanic rocks of middle and upper Jurassic age "are widely exposed in the
Antarctic Peninsula and the southern Andes (the Tobifera Formation), whilst
upper Jurassic granitic plutons show a resumption of intrusive activity.
This vulcanicity is thought to be associated with renewed subduction and
initially the extrusion was predominantly sub-aerial.

However, in the late

Jurassic a volcano-tectonic rift zone formed and was the site of extensive
mafic intrusion.

The middle-late Jurassic magmatic arc was thus split and a

marginal basin developed (Fig. 2) in which oceanic crust was generated.

On

the continental side of the basin the upper Jurassic silicic volcanics and
granitic plutons formed a remnant arc intruded by mafic dykes.

These increase

in number Pacificward until the marginal basin floor is composed entirely of
gabbro, merging upwards into sheeted dykes and pillow lavas - the upper part
of a classical ophiolite sequence.

On the Pacific side of the marginal basin

SUbduction continued beneath an island arc founded on old continental
basement.

Andesitic volcanics were erupted above calc-alkaline intrusions

into the old basement, including some fragments of the middle-upper Jurassic
silicic volcanic terrain.

The sedimentary infi11 of the marginal basin

consists of volcaniclastic greywackes derived from the active island arc and
quartzose greywackes derived from the plutons and silicic volcanics of the
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remnant arc.

The sediments contain a sparse lower Cretaceous fauna.

The

oceanic, marginal basin floor, its sedimentar,y cover and the associated
island arc deposits are now preserved in Tierra del Fuego, South Georgia and
possibly along the eastern (Weddell Sea) coast of the Antarctic Peninsula.
The marginal basin closed during the middle Cretaceous although the
mechanism is still uncertain.

Initial overfolding and thrusting were directed

towards the centre of the basin so the early folds in the volcaniclastic and
quartzose greywackes have an opposite vergence.

However in Tierra del Fuego

a second generation of folds have an opposite vergence to the first and so a
complex and probably polyphase deformation history is involved.

Also in

Tierra del Fuego the old Gondwana basement rocks have been involved in this
essentially Andean fold episode and the resulting metamorphic complex would
look more at home in the Archaen than the Mesozoic.
The majority of continental movement during the fragmentation of
Gondwanaland occurred during the Cenozoic.

After the closing of the marginal

basin South America and the Antarctic Peninsula were probably connected until
about )0 million years B.P.

On the eastern side of the Andes subsidence in

the Magellanes basin was increased as the marginal
Cretaceous flysch was deposited.

bas~n

closed and upper

Sedimentation, some vulcanicity and

deformation continued here and in the extreme north-east of the Antarctic
Peninsula

into the Eocene whilst most of the movement necessary to produce

the present elongate Scotia Arc took place along major transform faults.
This faulting and the deformation in the Magellanes basin was accompanied by
continuing very slow subduction of Pacific crust beneath the Andes and
Antarctic Peninsula with the intrusion of calc-alkaline plutons up to

6 million years ago.

Oceanic magnetic anomalies suggest that part of a ridge

system has been subducted beneath the Antarctic Peninsula and that plate
consumption there has now ceased.

Farther north continuing subduction beneath

the South Shetlands is associated with limited back-arc spreading in the
Bransfield Strait with resulting active vulcanicity at Deception Island.
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Marine geophysical work has identified a spreading axis and major fracture
zone in Drake Passage, thus isolating a separate Scotia plate, at the eastern
end of which the South American plate is being subducted beneath the active
volcanic South Sandwich island arc.

Behind the active arc recent back arc

spreading has isolated a very small plate and at least one other remnant arc
has been detected.

The processes at the South Sandwich arc - subduction, arc

splitting, marginal basin formation and back arc spreading - therefore follow
the same pattern as that developed throughout the Scotia Arc region

from the

Palaeozoic until the present day.
This then has been an attempt to condense, and in the process undoubtedly
grossly oversimplifY, the vast geological and geographical area covered by
Professor Dalziel.

Much of the information presented had been gathered by

researchers from Lamont but in such a large-scale project much international
cooperation is necessary.

Hence acknowledgement was also made to the work of

the British Antarctic Survey, Instituto de Investigaciones Geologicas de Chile
and the University of Wisconsin.
I feel sure that all those who attended this year's Swiney Lectures were
entertained, stimulated and enlightened.

I had been fortunate enough to work

for a while on the geology of South Georgia and the lectures certainly helped
me to a better understanding of my own field data!

For anyone wishing to delve deeper into the Scotia Arc the following
reference list may be helpful.
DALZIEL, I.W.D. 1974.

Evolution of the margins of the Scotia Sea.

In:

The geology of Continental Margins (ed. BURK, C.A. and DRAKE, C.L.),
Berlin , Heidelberg, New York, Springer-Verlag, 567-579.
DALZIEL, I.W.D. 1975.

The Scotia Arc tectonics project, 1969-1975.

Antarct. Jl. U.S., Vol. 10, No. ), 70-79.
DALZIEL, 1. W.D., de WIT, M.J. and PALMER, K.F. 1974.
in the Southern Andes.

Fossil marginal basin

Nature, Lond., Vol. 250, 291-294 .
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DALZIEL, I.W.D., DOTT, R.H., WINN, R.D. and BRUHN, R.L. 1915.

Tectonic

relations of South Georgia Island to the southernmost Andes.
Geol. Soc. Am. Bull., Vol. 86, 1034-1040.
DALZIEL, loW.D. and ELLIOT, D.H. 1913. The Scotia Arc and Antarctic Margin.
In:

The Ocean Basins and Margins:

1.

The South Atlantic (ed.

NAIRN, A.E.M. and STEHLI, F.G.), New York, Plenum Press. p. 111-245.
STONE, P.

in press.

The geology of South Georgia.

and Royal Bay areas.

IV. Barff Peninsula

Scient. Rep. Br. antarct. Surv., No. 96.

STOREY, B.C., MAIR, B.F. and BELL, C.M. 1911.

The occurrence of Mesozoic

oceanic floor and ancient continental crust on South Georgia.

,

Geol. Mag. Vol. 114, No.3., 20)-208.

SUAREZ, M. 1916.

Plate-tectonic model for southern Antarctic Peninsula

and its relation to southern Andes.

Geology, Vol. 4, No.4, 211-214.

,-

SUAREZ, M. and PETTIGREW, T.H. 1916.

An Upper Mesozoic island arc - back

arc system in the southern Andes and South Georgia.
305-328.
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Geol. Mag. Vol. 113,

HIGH TEMPERATURE COOKING IN ASSYNT AND
HISTORY OF THE NORTH

During the

cour~e

EG~

of the

week-long

IT~

~~~T

RELEVAJTCE TO THE TECTONIC
HIGHLANDS

excur~ion

to

A~~ynt

in 1978, a programme

of experimental cooking was undertaken at the REf.TAlJRANT CHEZ FRED by
of the party.

member~

The aim of this effort war. to produce the high temperature/

pressure fractional equivalents of the 'primordial soup' hitherto only
pncountered at

EG~ Reception~

variou~ attemrt~

a~

the low temperature 'cold buffet' form.

After

involving quantities of water, ealts, carbohydrates and

the partial melting of a plastic milk jug the following result was achieved
for vhich the management (whoever they were) accepted no responsibility:

Le Dfner

A la carte gpologique

Fotage Muckura
~ec pan vieux (Ancient Basement), bouchees

Croquette~

de

boeuf

Haricots rouges (et verts) au tomates
Fommp~

Torridon

p~ches (et Horne) lewi~iennes

Fromage Craigmillar
Le vin

Jus synthetique

Chateau Moine '78

CONCLUSIONS
1.

Fractional crystallisation of the soup is possible

2.

The resultant
and recycljng

3.

The author's french needs improvement

4.

It is doubtful if this process ever played a significant part in the
tectonism of the north vest Highlands

ph~ses

exist only in a transitory stage prior to
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con~umption

A SPBBATICAL roWN UNDeR
G Y Craig

Once in a while even older
of recharging their

member~

batterie~

of a University are allowed the opportunity

by being granted sabbatical IFave.

started in the autumn of 1977 in the Currier Art Gallery,
Hampshire not Lancashire) where tLf'

marvellou~

Manche~ter

acr05~

(New

Raeburn oil paintin9 of

John Clerk of Eldin, Hutton's close friend, is on permanent
Subsequent journeyings south and west

~inp

the

State~

di~play.

took in Harvard,

Columbia, Johns Hopkins, the USGS headquarters at Reston, Virginia, that I
chose to visit on the day of their annual fire drill and where I ended up
in the grounds outside the massive building with over 2000 staff; Illinois
and in particular Professor George \-:hite wi th
book~

hi~

unrivalled collection of

on the history of geology; Colorado and a field trip along the

~pectacular

Big Thompson Canyon where 1 39 people were drowned following a flash flood
on August 1, 1976, Laramie,

~yoming

and a field trip to see thf' spectacular

festoon bedding of the Casppr Formation; and then on to the beautiful

campu~

of the University of British Columbia in Vancouver where I was a visitor
for six weeks in November and December.

From there it was easy to get

down to the annual GSA convention in Seattle in November.
New Year saw me en route for Australia on the Hawaiian island of HaUl.

The

central crater, Haleakala, is about 10,000 ft high and some 7 miles in
diameter.

The crater floor is almost entirely an ash decert with small

satellite cones, except for the edge facing the trade winds.

There a lush

tropical forest clothes the rim and erosion from the 300" annual rainfall
has caused extensive

landslip~

to the crater rim so that recent lavas have

been channelled through thp breach.

I examined my first living brachiopods

in thp shallow waters of Lyttelton Harbour, on the
Zealand, and through torrential rain and mist
of Mt. Cook glacier.

~a ...'

~outh

Island of New

dimly the sodden, grey outlines

There I parted company with my first pair of field

boots.
~ly

major operational base was the Australian National University

at Canberra and it was from there that I explored as much of the East
Tasman geosyncline as I could over a period of nine months.

This geosynclinp

about 12 times the size of Britain (some 1,000,000 sq miles in extent) forms
the eastern third of Australia.

Its history is not dissimilar from that of
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You may talk

0'

them chaps in the Royal Society

All talking rot for to gain notoriety
Faith both for science and modest propriety
Dr. John Horne you make hairs

0'

them all

Come now I venture to give you my word
Never the like of your logic was heard
From palaeontology
Right through geology

Down to petrology
If you got the call
Dr. John Horne you've a wonderful way with us
Whether you wish to be serious or gay with us
Shure tis we would be plaised if you only could stay with us
You've got such a way with you Dr. John Horne
Still though withal you're so jovial a soul
You've got your staff in the grandest control
coaxing the crazy ones
Soothing unaisy ones
Persuading the lazy ones
To come in in the morn
So here's a

h~alth

to you Dr. John Horne

Slainte and slainte and slainte till morn
whatever your fate you're
The dacintest crature
Why there's no one to bate yer
In this blessed town.

000000000

Reproduced with permission of the Assistant Director, Institute of
Geological Sciences, Edinburgh.
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THE SEARCH FOR NATURAL PETROLEUM IN THE LOTHIANS
Alastair C Bagnall
Oil Exploration (Holdings) Ltd, Edinburgh

It has been long apparent, at least since the middle of the nineteenth
century, that the potential for the production of natural petroleum exists
in the Lothians of Central Scotland.
Coal mining records, in West Lothian especially, often recorded the
collecting of oil from natural seeps within the main working, often as
the personal enterprise of the mine managers.

The oil was commonly

collected in barrels underneath a porous roof bed and it was by this method
that 3 bbls per week were recorded from the Pumpherston No 1 Coal Mine
"for a substantial period".

The St Flanens colliery is also known to have

YLelded 390 bbls of oil in 1905-1906.
Natural seeps of oil are not unknown in the environs of Edinburgh
itself

(Tulloch, W, 1958), and it was this which stimulated interest in

Midlothian as a potential source of oil during the first World \t'ar.

Under

the provisions of the Defence of the Realm Act, the ministry of munitions
began drilling for oil in

parts of Britain and eventually, in

varto~s

1919, a trial well was drilled near the crest of the Cousland Anticline
at the hamlet of D'Arcy in Midlothian.

This well encountered oil as well

as small amounts of gas in sandstones of the Lower Oil Shale group, but
after a trial completion of several months, the well was eventually
abandoned, since the flow of oil was insufficient to justify production.
A total of 1847 gallons (53 barrels) of oil was recovered during thi~
period (Gifford, 1923).
A subsequent well drilled near

~est

Calder, penetrated to a depth of

nearly 4000' into the Lower Oil Shale group without finding anything
better than 'shows' of oil or gas.

(rhis is to say that oil or gas

impregnated rocks were drilled through but no hydrocarbon flows could be
obtained).

The nearby Pumpherston Anticline appears on the 1" geological

map to be an ideal petroleum trap, although part of the prospective oil shale
group is exposed at the sur£ace.

Interestingly, at the Pumpherston No 1 mine,

an intrusive igneous sheet, apparently saturated with oil, was penetrated
in an underground boring, although this failed to yield any great amount
of oil.
12

It vas not until 1937 that any further serious exploration for oil
began in Scotland.

A series of wells were drilled on the Cousland Anticline,

centred near the village of Cousland and the hamlet of D'Arcy.

The former

tested gas at up to six million cu ft per day and the latter, drilled very
cl05e to the D'Arcy 1919 veIl, produced oil at the rate of 5 barrels per
day.

No further discoveries vere made here and the oil veIl (called

Midlothian No 1) continued in production, by means of a small pump, until
1965.

A total of 30,654 barrels of oil was eventually produced.

The gas

veIl at Cousland vas put into production between 1957 and 1967 and gas
vas piped to Musselburgh gasvorks.

The well vas eventually abandoned in

1974 but the pressure rtduction valves ('christmas tree') can still be
seen just south of Cousland village.
Several other areas in the Midland Valley have attracted interest,
since 1940, in regard to oil and gas exploration.

Anticlinal structures

at Salsburgh (near Airdrie), Easter pardovan and Blackness vere drilled
in 1944-46.

Salsburgh yielded gas flow rates of up to 330,000 cu ft per

day from sandstone in the Upper Limestone group but in the others, the
Lover Oil Shale group reservoirs (most notably the Dunnet sandstone) produced
flow rates of only 13,000 cu ft per day (Falcon, N L and Kent, P E, 1960).
Future Exploration
Although, at

pre~ent,

the greater part of the Carboniferous outcrop

in the eastern half of the Midland Valley is under licence for petroleum
exploration, only the Cousland Anticline has been seriously evaluated for
oil potential in the light of modern stimulation and production techniques.
Recently, in 1976, a full scale seismic reflection survey vas carried
out over the Cousland Anticline, which confirmed suspicions that the deep
structure in the Lover Oil Shale group was far more complex than the surface
outcrop.

However, it is hoped that in the near future a modern veIl, located

on the Cousland - D'Arcy structure, viII be able to test vhether economic
quantities of oil can be won from the Oil Shale group by means of the many
nev techniques now available to the oil industry.
It need hardly be said that if such a venture vere to be a success,
many areas in the Midland Valley of Scotland, could become oil-productive
in the next fifteen years, and that the areas of Lover Carboniferous outcrop
and subcrop, for so long ignored by many geologists, vould again become
the subject of modern and sophisticated geological research.
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Crossword Solution No 2

Trans

GEOLOGICAL EXPEDITION TO SOUTH wEST GREENLAND

Alexander Milne
Frank Rennie
Neil Taylor
John Wood
(University of Aberdeen)

INTRODUCTION
In the summer of 1978 an expedition from the University of Aberdeen
carried out a programme of geological research in part of the Gardar Province
of South Greenland.
The expedition

~pent

eight

week~

in the area round

Qagssiars~uk

on

the peninsula lying between Tunugdliarfik (Eriksfjord) and Bredefjord (see
locality map).
The team worked from a base camp on the west side of the peninsula
4 miles from Qagssiarssuk.

From base, the members carried out investigations

on certain areas in the vicinity, mapping and studying field relations of
the various types of rocks.
GEOLOGICAL SETTING
The rocks of this area of South Greenland are Pre-Cambrian in age;
part of a remnant area (see Fig. 2) of a much larger sedimentary basin
down-faulted in stages within a basement of granite and gneiss.

The

basement was formed about 1800-1500 m yrs ago.
During the block faulting, basic and alkaline magmas penetrated to
high levels.

This is known as the 'Gardar Period' the related alkaline

igneous rocks making up what is known as the Gardar Province of S.
Greenland (Upton and Emeleus, 1976).
Later than 1300 m yrs ago, continental sandstones were deposited
on the eroded basement and lavas of the initial Gardar volcanism of the
region became interstratified with the sediments (Poulsen, 1964).
After about 500m of sandstones had accumulated, a distinct alkaline
ultramafic magma rose in the Qagssiarssuk area including part of the present
mapping area.

This is represented by tuffs and lavas between the sediments,

cut by later diatremes of carbonate.
15
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Following this came further continental deposition of sandstones and
volcanic activity in all parts of the basin.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution

of these sandstones and volcanics lying on the peninsula between Eriksfjord
and Bredefjord.
The largest remnant of the original basement is seen on the south
part of the peninsula to the N E of the Ilimaussaq alkaline intrusion at
Narssaq (7 km south of the mapping area).

V Poulsen (1964) proposed the

name Eriksfjord Formation for the succession of sandstones and

lava~

present.

It is divided into 6 members Ilmaussaq

Volcanic

Member

Nunasarnaq

Sandstone

Member

Ulukasik

Volcanic

Member

Naujarssuit

Sandstone

Member
Member

Mussartut
Sandstone

Majut

Member

In relating other remaining parts of the once-larger sedimentary
basin to this type area, poulsen recognised that only the Majut and
Mussartut members occurred in the Qagssiarssuk sub-area, part of which
was the topic of the expedition study.
THE MAPPING AREA

The area studied and mapped by the members of the expedition is a remnant
area of a once much larger, continental sedimentary basin, (Poulsen, 1964).
The area has been preserved due to extensive downfaulting into the basement
granite.

The fault zones between dowofaUlted basin and granite are

easily observed as brecciation of the sandstone occurs here.
The general dip of the strata varies from 100 _36 0 SSE, the pldest beds
therefore occurring to the north.

The basal parts of the Majut member at

the few non-faulted granite boundaries are recognised by conglomerates and
arkoses which grade gradually into red-coloured orthoquartzites.

The

sandstones of the Majut pass into the lower part of the Massartut member
where a sequence of sandstones and volcanics occurs.
basaltic lava flows and falls of tuff and ash.

The latter are mainly

There are also occasional

volcanic breccias.
Representing a later stage are numerous dyke swarms which cut the
sandstones and volcanics.

(They have been associated with the large alkaline

18

igneous intrusion of Ilimaussaq which penetrates the Eriksfjord Formation
to the south.

An age of 1100 m yrs has been determined for this intrusion).

The dykes are mainly trachytic but basalt and anorthosite xenolith-bearing
types also occur.

The faulting is the last geological phase represented

in the area and not only does it brecciate the sandstones but also
the dykes.

di~place~

This last major phase of faulting has down faulted the basin

(see above) and thus the supracrustal rocks within have been partially
preserved.
EXPEDITION NARRATIVE
The expedition members flew from Glasgow (Renfrew) airport on
27th June 1978, bound for Keflavik (Iceland).

On landing we were then taken

by coach to Reykjavik, 48 km to the north where we were to stay three nights
in the youth hostel until we could take our connecting flight to Greenland.
During the two days in Reykjavik we spent our time sightseeing, both in
the capital town and the surrounding landscape in the SW part of the country.
Of great interest were the extinct volcanoes and associated landscape.
Also of interest were the Gulfoss waterfall (3rd largest in Europe), hot
springs, and the geysers at the Great Geysir area.
On 30th June we took our connecting flight from Keflavik to
Narssarssuaq, SW Greenland.

During the flight we passed over the East

Greenland coast and the fine weather enabled us to see the ice floes, the
fjords and glaciers, and the wide expanse of ice cap, broken only by dark,
sharp horns and
~fuen

ar~es

of the engulfed mountains, a truly majestic scene.

we arrived at the airport we immediately sought out our equipment

which had been shipped here a month before.

A small launch then ferried

ourselves and the equipment across Eriksfjord to Qagssiarssuk.
The next three days were spent transporting our equipment across
the peninsula to base camp.

During this time and also for about a week

afterwards, the weather was good and so we were able to begin our project
work in earnest.

Continuous rain between 17th and 20th July interrupted

our work but the rest of July and beginning of August produced excellent
weather.
Whilst staying at base camp we befriended two families of Greenlander
fanners, one family living on

trl'

othp.r sidp. of· t'hp

just across the bay in front of our camp.
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n"

11 behind our camp, the other

They invited us over for coffee

or something to eat on several occasions, the most enjoyable of these being
the birthday party of the father of the former family.

We could speak

no Greenlandic or Danish and our new-found friends could speak no English!
However, we were very surprised to find how easy it is to converse using
signs, noises, objects, photographs etc.
We are much indebted to the

Friederecksen~

for their kind hospitality

and friendliness.
During the eight weeks spent in the Tassiussaq area we broke up our
work and visited other parts of the peninsula.
On 13th - 15th July, Neil Taylor and Frank Rennie journeyed to
the type section of the Eriksfjord Formation just to the south of Majut.
Here, they found similar rock types to those in the expedition mapping
area, but better represented.
From 3rd - 5th August we walked 17 miles to the north to visit
Eqalorutsit Kangigdlit glacier.

However, the weather broke and we could

not get on to the glacier proper.
Probably the highlight of these trips was the visit to Ilimaussaq,
the site of a world famous alkaline igneous intrusion (see locality map:
Fig. 1).

Here we collected many rock types for the Department of Geology

in Aberdeen and also for ourselves.

Of special interest was the rock type

containing the mineral hackmanite (a sodalite mineral) which has the
unusual property of changing colour from purple to green on exposure to
light.

From the top of Nakalaq, just to the east of Ilimaussaq, we had an

excellent viuw of the ice-cap, dark mountain peaks and the fjords

and

mountains of Nunarssuit, way to the south.
We completed our work at base camp on 20th August, then returned
to Narssarssuaq.

Whilst there, we spent a day on the glacier six miles

up the valley behinp the air base.

The weather was again glorious and we

could see the whole length of the glacier, all the way back to its origin
on the ice-cap.
We flew from Narssarssuaq to Keflavik on 24th August and from there
to Glasgow on 25th.

We had had a most refreshing and excitirlg lbok at

geology under perfe«t weather conditions and had taken part in a very
successful expedition.
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The second part of the book deals chapter by chapter with the familiar
invertebrate groups .

Again , in the preface , Clarkson explains his treatment.

It is based on the approach to the subject of the last 20 years, lithe remains
of once- living organisms • •• . 11 .

The traditional approaches to palaeontology -

description , classification (largely that of the Treatise) and stratigraphy are there, BUT they form but a third or half of each chapter.

They are

supplemented by accounts of the mode of life, adaptation, evolution, scanning
electron microscope study of shell structure and distribution of the group.
To cite but a few examples:

the success of the Upper Palaeozoic productid

brachiopods is linked to the colonization of a new environment through the
quasi- infaunal mode of life, the current - controlled feeding methods of the
rheophylic crinoids are described , trilobite tracks and trails are interpre ted.
There is the flavour of trying to understand extinct groups and the highlights
of the IIwindows li in palaeontology Hhen soft- bodied organisms are also
preserved as in the famous Burgess Shale fauna .
Few students will mourn the passing of the post- war palaeontology text
book crammed with sometimes all to turgid fact and little else .

Black's

Elements of Palaeontology will continue to serve as an elementary text book.
Clarkson will take students through second year and into honours where the
Treatise and original papers are used.

The book steers a course between the

glamour of evolution and palaeoecology on the one hand and the turgidity of
systematics and morphology without interpretation and real understanding on
the other.
The publishers have produced a high standard of printing of text and
illustrations .

Errors are remarkably few, will seldom lead to misunderstanding

and will be communicated to the author in private .
To those of us who teach (and learn) palaeontology this book will fill
a long felt want extending back many years, and i s surely destined to become
a standard text in British Universities .

The author is to be congratulated.
A R MacGregor
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Life on Earth by David Attenborough

BBC ,

Collins £7 .95

The memorable television series "Life on Earth" which captivated
viewers for thirteen episodes was surely the most ambitious natural series
ever undertaken.

The production team travelled over a million and a half

mil es , and much of the detail they recorded on film had not even been
observed , let alone filmed before.

The filming itsel f whether of single

celled algae slowly rotating in pond-water, or of the spec t acular jumps of
flying frogs, was both artistically exquisite and true to life (~ough it
would have been even better if one of the frogs had actually landed on
the camera lens ! )
To many viewers thi s must have been their first real introduction to
the extraordinary di versi ty! and in particular the adaptations of modem
plants and animals .

Most of the reviewers who wrote up their impressions

Here amazed and delighted not only at the filming, but

\n th

David

Attenborough whose enthusiastic but relatively unobtrusive presence formed
the vital link binding the whole series in a unified theme .
It was Attenborough ' s endeavour to trace the history of life through
)000 million years and to show how a few, at least, out of the huge range
of modern living organisms came to be the

w~

they are , and in this he was

highly successful .
"Life on Earth" published just after the film series ended is very
much the "book of the film ll and a very attractive reminder of the series ,
but it also can stand on its own even if the reader has not seen the
series .

From the cover a reu- eyed Panamanian tree- frog regards the

potential purchaser enquiringly and tempts to further visual delights
within , for interspersed with the 319 text- pages are no less than 116 full
colour photographs, some spread over double pages .
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There is an introduction,

1) chapters, a good index and a simplified "tree of life 1t in coloux showing

the time ranges of the main groups of invertebrates , vertebrates and plants .
The bulk of the text and the majority of the plates are not specifically
geological though there are splendid colour illustrations of stromatolites ,
fossil fish , a trilobit e and a recent fringing reef round the island of
Moorea.

There are quite a number of fine photographs of living fossils ,

Nautilus, mating Limulus , Lingula , crinoids and the clawed- wing hoatzin bird,
perhaps the nearest living relative of Archaeopteryx.

For these, and all

the other magnificent photographs the book is most certainl y worth its £7 . 25 .
But the text is also good , it is clearly and pleasantly written and is full
of extremely interesting facts .
The aim of the text is to provide a brief but interesting guide to
evolution and to adaptation to environment, but whilst it is replete with
fascinating examples it is not intended to be a scientific textbook.

It

could not be within the extremel y broad scope , nor does it pretend to be .
Such a book as this must necessarily be oversimpl ified (which it is) and it
must leave out a lot of vital concepts (which it does ).

But whereas one

may be sorry, for instance , that the well documented transition from lung
fi sh to amphibian is barely touched , \o/hat is impressive is there are so many
fascinating, well researched , (and at least to this reviewer) entirely new
facts about animal form and functi on , bizarre adaptations , complex life
histories , and ways of avoiding adverse environmental conditions.

Now

although Attenborough describes these phenomena in admirable fashion he skates
rather lightly over evolution theory and \olhilst accepting a rather generalised
Neo- Darwinian theory he does not go into it in any depth , and many fundamental
evolutionary issues are undiscussed.

One woul d not learn much evolution

theory from "Life on Earth" but that i s not , I think , the point.

The theme

has been, rather, to show some actual , and beautifully portrayed facts about
real creatures , with enough evolutionary and geological background to put thi s

in time perspective - and it is this that brings home the concept of
evolutionary adaption to life.
It is the same with the fossils Attenborough describes;

they are

cleaverly juxtaposed with their living fUnctional counterparts and one can
appreciate the timelessness of adaptations;

creatures of ancient times

were as remarkably well adapted to their environment as those of the
present dq.
Not surprisingly, the first printing of "Life on Earth" sold out in
10 dqs.

Even though the geological con~ent of the book (other than

palaeontology) is relatively minor, it is still a readable and novel
delight to all interested in the Earth and creatures thereupon.

There is

only one complaint I have at all, and that is that nowhere in the text, or
the plate captions are the Latin scientific names given.
perhaps, but surely it would have been better?

A purist's view

But this is a minor

quibble, and one that mq, in any case be resolved in the next edition!
E N K Clarkson
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